
What was once considered good customer service is no longer good enough.

But as companies make improvements to service levels, customers will always 
expect more.

Returns management can be a key element in maintaining positive 
relationships with your customers.  

It’s a process that should be geared not only to the efficient processing of the 
transaction, but be visible and tangible.

Excellence in returns management instils confidence with the consumer, 
enhancing brand loyalty. 
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THE PROBLEM EXPERIENCED

Returns management directly affects customer satisfaction, without which 
valuable repeat business is at risk.  

But an effective process is not just about knowing from whom and why goods 
are being returned.

At SYKES we understand that returns management is a key feature in 
maintaining positive relationships with customers and consumers.  

But it’s a process that must be geared not only to the efficient processing 
of each transaction, but be visible and tangible to the consumer to instil 
confidence and maintain the relationship.

THE SYKES SOLUTION

We offer a completely flexible end-to-end service that can encompass 
everything from dedicated contact centre personnel to instigating collection 
of items to be returned, from in-house QC and repair personnel to sourcing 
and vendor management of repair centres, and to the final despatch of the 
replacement or refurbished items.
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Our total returns management service can be tailored to suit individual client 
needs, big or small, which is why we’re a trusted partner for clients across 
industries such as FMCG, Technology and Retail.

KEY FEATURES

SYKES has a long history in all aspects of fulfilment.

Returns management starts with every transaction being given its own RMA or 
unique reference number, providing a ‘real’ audit trail.

It allows for email and SMS communication with customers, updating them 
that items have been received, the status of repair, refund or of a replacement 
being dispatched.

Our online returns management system enables the contact centre, returns 
management warehouse and repair centres to operate from a common 
platform.

Communicating with our clients is also important, and we have the flexibility to 
utilise our clients’ own systems such as Salesforce or SAP.

If replacement or alternative product is required, our data management 
systems ensure that we only offer replacements that are in stock, thereby 
minimising any additional customer dissatisfaction.

Lastly, ISO 14001 compliance is embedded in our processes. This international 
standard guarantees an effective environmental management system. 

SYKES recognises that it is important to have the right 
system in place to offer a robust and accurate returns 

management solution, geared around every customer, which 
can service multiple channels.


